MOBILE TRANSFORMATION

More than a movement
Well-established Scrum teams analyse and supplement your business processes and create individual solutions taking usability into account.

To do so, we use the following products:
We offer customised ready-made software solutions in combination with state of the art and enabling technologies in order to optimise and expand business cases in a meaningful way. Our many years of experience with a wide variety of industries and customers helps us to achieve this.
SUCCESS STORIES

ProMOS | Bio

- Agile Development
- Cloud-based management system for biogas plants
- Allows farmers to increase and monitor the efficiency of their plant on their smartphone.

T

- Design and Development
- Highly available system for delivering push messages to mobile devices
- Used by most Telekom apps

T

- Agile Development
- Extension and adaptation of the Android source code according to customer and user requirements

messe frankfurt

- Architecture, Concept & Coaching
- International relaunch of the Navigator App Platform
- Integration into the IT infrastructure of Messe Frankfurt and its subsidiaries

GLS

- Establishment of an Innovation Lab
- Generation of new ideas and business models as an independent satellite in the start-up community in Berlin

This is how you can reach us:

Mobile.Transformation@proventa.de

PROVENTA AG
Untermainkai 29
60329 Frankfurt/Main
Germany

Phone: +49 69 24 75 46 56
www.proventa.de